Sooner Victory Gives Crowd Fits

BY LARRY CANBY
The Journal Staff
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — The Oklahoma Sooners' (3-1) 38-7 lead was so convincing for a moment that some fans wondered if the Sooners had scored a safety.

"I thought we had a safety," said Johnnie Love, a junior from Oklahoma City. "We hadn't scored a safety since I've been here."

Now the Sooners are back on top of the world. They've won two straight games and are one win away from a spot in the national championship game.

"We're playing great football," said head coach Barry Switzer. "We're playing with confidence and we're playing with intensity."

Victory's Reward
A University of Texas coach congratulated Barry Switzer, University of Oklahoma's head coach, after 39-17 victory over the Longhorns in Dallas Saturday. All-American center Donny McRae presented the Sooners with a gift from the team's patrons.

"We are so grateful for this gift," said Switzer. "It is a fitting tribute to the players and fans who have supported our team throughout the season."

CITY MAY FACE POLICE STRIKE

Refugee Plan Hits Snag

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Department of Justice has suspended a plan to repatriate refugees to Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan, citing concerns about the possibility of violence in those countries. The plan was announced last month by Attorney General William Barr.

"We are closely monitoring the situation in Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan," Barr said in a statement. "We will continue to evaluate the situation on a daily basis and make any necessary adjustments to our plan accordingly."

Illegal Snooping Probed

The Washington Post has reported that the National Security Agency is using technologies to snoop on the phones of citizens, sparking outrage across the country.

"The NSA is constantly monitoring the communications of U.S. citizens," said Senate Intelligence Committee Chair Richard Burr. "This is a violation of our constitutional rights and we must hold the agency accountable for its actions."

GOP Chief Takes Aim At Democrats

"I am not a Democrat," said House Speaker Paul Ryan. "But I have a message for my colleagues: we need to work together to fix our broken health care system."

Man Gunned Down In Yard

Driver Held After Crash Kills Woman

Musicians' Strike Agreement Reached

NFP YORK (AP) — A tentative agreement was reached Tuesday night between members of Local 6 of the American Federation of Musicians and the League of American Orchestras. The agreement, which must be ratified by both sides, was reached after months of negotiations.

"We are thrilled to have reached an agreement," said Local 6 President Jerry Donnelly. "This is a major victory for our members and we look forward to implementing the agreement as soon as possible."

"We are also pleased with the agreement," said LAO President Barbara H. Kellner. "This is a historic moment for our organization and we are grateful for the hard work and dedication of our members."
**Bomber Pilot Turns Peace Activist**

**Sooner's Dissillusionment With War Told In Film**

By JUNE HUR

A new film, "Sooner," has been produced by a young man who was once a bomber pilot in the Air Force. The film, directed by Scott Benedict, tells the story of a young pilot who, after witnessing the effects of war, decides to become a peace activist.

The film is set during the Vietnam War and focuses on a young pilot named Mike. Mike is portrayed by Benedict himself, and his experience of the war and his subsequent decision to become a peace activist are the central themes of the film.

The film received critical acclaim upon its release, with many praising Benedict's performance and the film's powerful message.

**Rules Forcing Over-Population At Zoo**

By WALTER S. MILLER

A new policy introduced by the Oklahoma City Zoo has sparked controversy among zoo visitors. The policy, which limits the number of visitors to the zoo on any given day, has been implemented in an effort to reduce overcrowding and ensure the safety of the animals.

Despite the policy, many visitors expressed frustration at the limited availability of tickets and the long lines to enter the zoo.

**Tonekei Speaks**

In a recent interview with the Oklahoma City Journal, Tonekei, a long-time resident of the Oklahoma City Zoo, discussed the importance of conservation and the need to protect the zoo's animals.

Tonekei, who is a rare species of antelope, has been a popular attraction at the zoo for many years. The interview highlighted the challenges faced by Tonekei and other zoo animals and the importance of continued support for the zoo's conservation efforts.

**Zarb Wams Of Shutdown This Winter**

By MARY ANN MILLER

The Oklahoma City Board of Education has announced plans for a potential shutdown of the city's schools this winter. The decision was made in response to the ongoing economic challenges facing the city and the state.

The shutdown would affect all public schools in Oklahoma City and has sparked debates among parents and community members.

**Warner's fall sale**

**Best fall buy!**

3-piece pantsuits in misses' & women's sizes

29.97

Bus Horton Ford

**Engine Tune-Up Special**

Includes installation of eight antitree seat belts on all models. Includes oil change and interval maintenance.

**$25.95**

**DISC BRAKE SPECIAL**

Includes replacement of all antitree seat belts, antitree seat belt installation, and anti-theft devices.

**$30.95**

**AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE**

Includes adjusting of all antitree seat belts, antitree seat belt installation, and anti-theft devices.

**$18.00**

**FORD RENT-A-CAR**

Open 6:00 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
To Serve You Better
Thank you...
Police Say UFO Followers May Be 'Starving To Death'

Banished Members, Wizard Feud

Klan Leader Called Senile

ATTENTION! Oklahoma City Merchants: 20,000 TEACHERS WILL BE IN TOWN for THE 85th ANNUAL O.E.A. CONVENTION

SUPER DOOR BUSTERS AT WALLS!

Parts Of Nation Reported Sinking

Gates Closed On 3 Occasions Parking Garages Fill To Overflowing

Celebration Sale

Save $100

Save During Wall's GREAT PFAFF SEWING MACHINE SALE

50% OFF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE

Yes! Walls Has Done It Again! Unbelievable Savings of 50% OFF ON BRAND NEW PFAFF SEWING MACHINES

Celebration Sale Levitz Has Just Been Named Brand Name Retailer Of The Year. We're Celebrating By Helping You To Save Right Now On Famous Brand Furniture!
Editorials

Cutting President Down

For the past several months, "the movement" has been demanding the resignation of President Ford. Now that the movement has won, it is time to stop the movement. The movement is not a movement to save the nation; it is a movement to destroy the President.

The movement is not a movement to save the nation; it is a movement to destroy the President.

The movement is not a movement to save the nation; it is a movement to destroy the President.

Soviet Capitalism

The people of the United States are being told that Soviet capitalism is a superior system. This is not true. Soviet capitalism is a system that is controlled by the state. The people are told that the state is necessary to control the economy.

State Editors Say

State editors say that the people are being told that the state is necessary to control the economy.

Style

According to a recent study, the people are being told that the state is necessary to control the economy.

U.S. Relations With Chile Dictator Get Cozier

Jack Anderson With Les Whitten

U.S. Relations With Chile Dictator Get Cozier

U.S. Relations With Chile Dictator Get Cozier

Has Prince Charles Met His Future Queen Yet?

Paul Harvey

Teacher 'Tantrums'

Prisoners Need Drastic Change

The People's Voice

Try Sportsmanship

Don't Burden Old People

Sylvia Porter

Real Estate Law Under Fire

Tax Cut

Rural Exodus Tumulted Around

Billy Graham
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October And Poetry In The Air
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Real Estate Law Under Fire
Get a handle on your future at Fidelity.

For your financial future... the Movers offer a variety of savings plans that earn maximum bank interest compounded continuously.

For your future travel plans... Fidelity makes it possible for you to buy durable, name-brand luggage in a variety of sizes and colors for less than its retail value.


Fidelity Bank N.A.

This is a limited offer, so open or add to your Fidelity account now.
HORACE IS NO IVORY TOWER
It's Sooners' 5th Straight Over Horns, 24-17
Tigers Didn’t Let Up On Pokes’ Secondary

For the Record

In the third quarter, Oklahoma running back Gary Brown scored the Sooners’ second touchdown of the game, breaking the Waggoner Stadium record for most touchdowns in a single game. The Sooners led 15-0 at halftime and went on to win 21-0.

COWBOYS

The Oklahoma State defense was unable to stop the Sooners’ running game, allowing them to score three touchdowns in the second half.

SOONERS

Oklahoma quarterback Bob Phipps completed 18 of 24 passes for 251 yards and three touchdowns, setting a new personal best.

5th Over Horns

Only 1 Of Many Oklahoma Streaks

5th Over Horns

Only 1 Of Many Oklahoma Streaks

The Difference In OU, UT? ‘7 Points’
Hawks Rout Blazers, 5-1

Tian Gets Ruling On Balk Call

Fran, Namath In 1st Meeting

Irwin Wins Piccadilly

Huskers Blank Kansas

Cyclones Slip Past Wildcats

Buckeyes Romp, 49-0

Bell Gets 217, Trojans Ramble

Irish Rally, Squeeze NC

Wolverines Roll, 16-6

How Props Top 10% For Exit

Nittany Lions Cruise

Final Clearance Sale!

Cross Country

NHL Stats Nip Noshers

Penn State Falls To PSU

Jersey Tech FB Gobbles Seminoles

Auburn Finally Wins

Joe McPherson's Golf Center

ON 1975 PRO-LINE WOODS • IRONS • BAGS 
• SHOES, etc.

A MESSAGE THAT IS A MESSAGE

Irish Rally, Squeeze NC

Wolverines Roll, 16-6

How Props Top 10% For Exit

NHL Stats Nip Noshers

Penn State Falls To PSU

Jersey Tech FB Gobbles Seminoles

Auburn Finally Wins

Joe McPherson's Golf Center
Boys Ranch Town—A Place For Boys With No Place

Baptists Help Youths From Broken Homes

By GEORGE WILSON

Located on the same site where Honest John Smith Jr. once lived, the boys ranch town for the Baptist Church is a place where boys can find a home and a chance to start over. The ranch, run by Baptist Volunteers, offers a home-like environment for boys who have been abandoned by their families.

The boys ranch town is a place where boys can find a sense of belonging and a chance to start over. The volunteers who run the ranch provide a nurturing environment for the boys, helping them to feel loved and valued.

Chances for boys at the ranch town are bright. The volunteers work hard to give the boys the best possible chance at a successful future. They provide the boys with education, skills training, and other opportunities to help them become successful adults.

New Method Combines City, Highway Driving

EPA Again Changes Rules On Figuring Auto Mileage

In FREDERICK LADBONE

The Environmental Protection Agency has once again changed the way it figures the fuel economy of vehicles, this time by considering the impact of city and highway driving on fuel consumption.

The new method, which combines city and highway driving, is designed to provide a more accurate picture of a vehicle's real-world fuel economy. The EPA has found that city driving is more fuel-efficient than highway driving, and has adjusted its mileage ratings accordingly.

Business News in Brief

Super-Rich Avoid Traps Of Wealth

In V. P. DERRY

A recent study has found that the super-rich are more likely to avoid the traps of wealth. The study, which surveyed the financial habits of the very wealthy, found that those with the greatest wealth are more likely to make sound financial decisions and avoid the pitfalls of wealth.

Social Security

Catalogue Features Nostalgia Items

In JAYE MILLION

The catalogue features a range of nostalgic items, including old photos, antique furniture, and vintage clothing. The items are priced reasonably and are a great way to add a touch of nostalgia to your home.
Pot Offenders Get Off With Ticket In Austin

AUSTIN, Texas: Two of the three marijuana smokers who were arrested two years ago and faced jail terms for smoking the drug, have been released under a special juvenile court order, it was announced yesterday.

The court ordered the two boys, aged 17 and 18, to remain in the custody of their parents without bail. The third boy, also 17, is in jail on a similar charge.

The boys, who were arrested in 1969, were charged with possession of marijuana and driving a stolen car. They were tried in juvenile court and found guilty of possession of marijuana.

The court's order was based on the fact that the boys, who have no previous criminal records, have been exemplary in school and have shown a willingness to cooperate with law enforcement officials.

The boys were released promptly and are expected to continue their studies and to remain free of trouble.

Making a Drug Crime a Crime

The case is significant because it marks the first time in Texas history that a juvenile court has ordered the release of a marijuana offender without bail.

The court's action is in response to a recent federal court decision that upheld the right of juveniles to be tried in juvenile court and not in adult court.

The court's decision is expected to set a precedent for future cases involving marijuana offenses.

Man Tells Of Holdup

A man who was held up at gunpoint while driving his car on a rural road in central Texas last night, told police today that the robbers demanded money and fled after he resisted.

The victim, who was not identified, said that he was driving home from work when the robbers approached him and demanded money.

The man resisted and the robbers fled on foot, he said.

He said that he immediately reported the incident to police and that they are investigating the case.

Fred Spends $103,111

Fred, a wealthy businessman, spent $103,111 on a new yacht last month, according to sources.

The yacht, which is named the "Cherry Pie," is reported to be 100 feet long and is equipped with the latest in electronic and entertainment systems.

Sources say that Fred, who is known for his lavish lifestyle, has a large collection of yachts and is often seen cruising the Mediterranean Sea.

Color Coordinates the Home

COLOR COORDINATES, a new concept in home decor, is gaining popularity among homeowners.

The concept involves coordinating the colors in a room to create a harmonious and pleasing atmosphere.

Experts say that properly coordinated colors can make a room appear larger, brighter, and more inviting.

The concept is particularly popular among younger homeowners who are looking for fresh and modern design ideas.

The Oklahoma Journal, October 12, 1979
Ticket Campaign Kick-Off Party Set For Symphony

Bishop to Be Guest Speaker

The Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra's 1975-76 season will open with a gala kick-off party Sunday afternoon for the benefit of the auxiliary, the Auxiliary to Hear Jan Langel.

Auxiliary to Hear Jan Langel

The Auxiliary to Hear Jan Langel will sponsor the $5000 reception Sunday afternoon in the Inez H. and M. Mayes Education Center, where the music will be performed from 2:30 until 5:30

Food Collection Set

In addition to the party, the Auxiliary will sponsor a food collection in the 3rd floor auditorium of the Civic Center. All those present will have the opportunity to purchase food for the symphony at a low price.

Area Couples Repeat Wedding Vows In Autumn Settings

Mrs. Jack Peterson and Mrs. Charles W. Jones have repeated their wedding vows in a ceremony held in the fall. The couple exchanged rings and vows in the presence of family and friends.
Engagements Announced By Area Couples

Ball Roberts

Coralie Bell

Misses 3 piece polyester pant sets.
Special 16.88

Plaid shirt-jacket over solid shirt and tweedy pants. Everything's polyester/silk knit in blue, or coral. Misses sizes.

Yoked jacket and pull-on pants to match, it's the turtleneck that's striped. Polyester/silk knit in blue, or coral. Misses sizes. 18.88

Argyle-patterned over ribby solid shirt and tweed pants. Polyester/silk knit in blue, or coral combinations. Misses sizes.

Now shop Sundays from 1pm to 6 pm.

More prize buys in misses 3 piece pant sets.

Your choice, 14.88

Choose from plaid and solid pants and jackets. All easy-care polyester doubleknit in autumn colorations.

The soft stepper.
13.99
Basic Reactions Determine Degree of Male Chauvinism

A Long Way From Days Of Sailing Ships...

Family-Plan 'Cottages' Await Travelers To Jamaica

Eight Months Off Summer

Resort & Travel

FLY TO HAWAII FOR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S!

Tahiti

The Greatest Steaks...STEAKS ANYWHERE AT GLENS

Jacquelyn's

Escape From Old Man Winter

Rainbow's Christmas Holidays

Cruise the caribbean 8 DAY DELUXE CRUISE/PACIFIC VIKING CRUISE

Jamaica 8 Days - 7 Nights

Fly to Hawaii For Christmas and New Year's!

Fly to Tahiti

Key to the World

Norwegian Caribbean Line

Fly to Tahiti from Oklahoma City via

December 15, 1973

January 1, 1974

December 15, 1973

January 1, 1974
A Past To Remember... A Future To Mold

"Oklahoma's Bicentennial activities are among the finest to be found anywhere in the nation."

— Paul Werner, National Administrator, American Revolution Bicentennial Administration.

Oklahoma is involved and certainly no where else is the term 'people participation' more applicable than right here in our state.

— Ginger Warnes, Chairman, Bicentennial Authority of Oklahoma.

"The Bicentennial provides an opportunity for a total commitment by the people of Oklahoma to actively participate in an effort that makes for "Quality of Life." It is a time for working together and assuming the rights and privileges of our society while assuming the responsibilities to make Oklahoma greater in the third century of our country."

— David L. Boren, Governor of Oklahoma.

★ ★ ★ Oklahoma's Spirit of '76 ★ ★ ★

The overall goal of this Bicentennial is to gain the greatest individual participation and to forge a new national commitment — a new spirit of '76 — a spirit which revitalizes the ideals to which the American Revolution was fought.

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICENTENNIAL AUTHORITY OF OKLAHOMA

For more information contact the AMR of Oklahoma, 4158 NE Freedom Dr., Oklahoma City, OK 73116, 405-524-4444.
Andrews Sister Goes It Alone

EXCLUSIVE!
STARTS WED!

THE MOST DREADED NAZI OF THE SS

She committed crimes so terrible... even the SS feared her!

COPPER DYNAMO DANCE THEATRE

Turkish Bath

LADIES' NIGHT

Open Daily 1:00 Show Fri & Sat at 11:45

DRABK & HILL INC.

528-3303
In Russia, Even People Worn Out

John Vernon

New York — The Russian film The Bronze Horseman was a star-studded movie that brought its best

together with scenes of the most revealing and moving
touches of Russian life. The world — both its
capital and its people — responded to the movie and
drew in the emotions of the Moscow Film Festival. The
classical music of the Moscow Philharmonic was
dedicated by the conductor, the music director.

Hemingway Traditions Carried On By Women

By Brenda Brown

New York — The Hemingway tradition has
taken another turn with the creation of a new

women's group that is dedicated to carrying on

the Hemingway spirit. The group, known as

Hemingway Women, has been formed by

women who have a deep appreciation and

admiration for the work of Ernest Hemingway,

and they are determined to keep Hemingway's

spirit alive.

Troupe Had Debut At 'Y' Troupe

Nancy Gison

The Troupe, a group of dancers, has been

preparing for its debut at the 'Y' Theatre in New

York. The group, which consists of dancers with

various backgrounds and styles, has worked hard

to produce a show that will entertain and

interest audiences.

Hepburn, Wayne Team Up

The producers of 'Bronco Bashi' are enlisting

another star to join them in their new project.

Humphrey Bogart will join Audrey Hepburn in

the upcoming film, which will be directed by

David Lean.

Bogart will play the role of a tough

lawman who must face the challenges of the

western landscape.

He's not Spencer Tracy, but apparently John Wayne will do as

much as he can to make the movie successful.

The actor, known for his rugged image, is

expected to bring a strong presence to the

screen. The film is titled 'The Searchers,' and

Wayne plays the role of the leader of a

patriotic group.
SUNDAY ON TV

Clapton Nabbed In Tulsa

MONDAY ON TV

Women Carry On Hemingway Style
Hepburn, Wayne Team Up

Gossip Column

Crazy Fox & Co.

Burglar Bar Sale

Seaford Buffet

Mysteries From Beyond Earth

Starks, Wednesday

Wrie & Other

Mystery of the Week

A.K.A.
The Woody Allen School of Theology

BY JOHN JOEF

The Los Angeles Times News Service

"If there is a God... why do these things happen to me?"

The old problem about evil... in the face that there may be no answer. But the question is one of the most important thoughts, particularly for those who have suffered through some. Also, there is the fear that there may be a solution. In the end, we must accept there will be no answers.

In the Woody Allen School of Theology, there are no answers. Allen himself has said, "There is no God, and I don't care who knows it."

The school is not for the faint of heart. It is a place where thoughts are challenged, ideas are questioned, and beliefs are examined. It is a place where there are no easy answers. It is a place where there are no guarantees. It is a place where there are no promises.

The Woody Allen School of Theology is a place where there are no answers. It is a place where there are no solutions. It is a place where there are no promises. It is a place where there are no guarantees. It is a place where there are no easy answers. It is a place where there are no thoughts. It is a place where there are no ideas. It is a place where there are no beliefs.
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I don't analyze smoking. I enjoy it.
What's More?

It's longer.
It's leaner.
It's slower.
It's easy drawing.
It's a cigarette.

It's a new experience.
It's a whole new look at cigarettes.
A whole new kind.
More. It's the new 120mm cigarette. Longer and slower burning. It's a whole new taste. You'll find it in the same places you find 120mm cigarettes. You'll find the faster burning kind.

Over 50% more puffs than most 100mm cigarettes. Yet More doesn't cost more.

The first 120mm cigarette.

"How We Keep Fit"

It's a cooling blast.
If you've smoked Ronson you'll love it. The breath is cool. It's a new way. A whole new concept. The breath is cool. The breath is fresh.

"I think it's great."
It's the best. I think it's great. It's the best. I think it's great.

"The best."
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SIMMONS CLEAN-SWEEP SALE

It's clearance time now...and you save on any of these Hide-A-Bed Sofas

JACKSON
FURNITURE CO.
BARTLESVILLE

LANDSAY'S
OF DURRAN
BROOKLYN

BALLINGER'S
FURNITURE
KNIGHT'S
FURNITURE
OKLAHOMA CITY

THE BUNDLER

How Much Do You Know About What Causes Car Accidents?

The Bundler is the "smaller" gift that means more outside of the store money in shopper's...no image below it...so bundle now...
MOVIE-CLEAR RECEPTION
On All Channels — or Your Money Back!

An 18th Century Feast for Today's Busy Homemaker

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

If you are not absolutely satisfied with the performance of your Directron 60, return it to us for a complete refund of your purchase price, less shipping charges. We will even pay the shipping charges to and from your home. This offer expires 30 days after date of purchase.
A Celebrity Cooks

Dick Van Dyke:

"I'm No Great Chef-But You'll Love My 'Veal Pheasant'!"

Make chicken salad easy as tuna salad with Swanson Boned

Chicken.

Save 7¢
on each can of Swanson's

Boned Turkey or Boned chicken.

AND THERE'S STILL MORE...

THE MILK CHAMPIONSHIP

AND MORE DELIGHTFUL DISHES...

Dick Van Dyke: 'I'm No Great Chef-But You'll Love My 'Veal Pheasant'!'

By Dick Van Dyke

I'm no chef, but I have a secret for making veal taste good. Here's how.

1. In the oven at 350°F, heat oil in a cast-iron skillet. When hot, add the veal and brown on all sides.

2. Add vegetables, wine, and broth to the skillet. Cover and cook for 30 minutes.

3. Remove the veal from the skillet and set aside.

4. Continue cooking the vegetables and broth until thickened.

5. Serve the veal with the sauce on top.

My father taught me to use good ingredients to make veal taste delicious. Try this recipe, and you'll agree with me!
The Kool $64,000 Sweepstakes

Win $64,000

The coolest car in the world from the coolest cigarette in the world.

Win a Rolls-Royce Corniche

Kool

Winning The Contest Cannot Be Determined
The Contestant Is Choosing A Rolls-Royce As Their Prize.
At 16, I was so fat, I had to wear maternity clothes.

By Cheryl Brinkle, as told to Milt L. McCarthy

I was in the seventh grade and I was a fat kid. I weighed 180 pounds, and I was a lot taller than the other kids. I remember being teased a lot. Some of the boys would call me names like "fatso" or "sandwich." I was really self-conscious about my weight.

Then one day, I decided to do something about it. I started going to the gym and exercising. I also started eating healthier. I cut out all the junk food and started eating more fruits and vegetables. I didn't have much choice, because my mom was really strict about what we ate.

At first, it was really hard. I had to give up all my favorite foods, but I knew it was worth it. After a few months, I started losing weight. I was down to 160 pounds, and I was feeling great.

Now, I'm not perfect. I still have to work on my diet and exercise, but I feel so much better about myself. I'm not as self-conscious anymore, and I'm able to wear regular clothes now. It's amazing how much change can happen with just a little bit of effort.
"Why Viceroy? Because I'd never smoke a boring cigarette."

Viceroy. Where excitement is now a taste.

What in the World!

Quips & Quotes
AMAZING NEW IMPRINT SLEEP CAP PETS THEY LOOKING "Beauty Salon Fresh!

Wake Up With Your Hairdo Keeps Hairline P tecce.***

AMAZING NEW IMPRINT SLEEP CAP PETS THEY LOOKING "Beauty Salon Fresh!

Wake Up With Your Hairdo Keeps Hairline Preset.***

DOONESBURY

by Gary Trudeau

COAK CARAVAN
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